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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a Java program, you access or select class methods and class data, called instance fields or instance variables, with the dot operator. C++ also uses the dot operator for the same purpose, but because C++ has two ways of creating objects, it also has two operators for selecting class features. The second is called the arrow operator.



MEMBER SELECTION

• Assume that Widget is a class that has

• a data member named price

• a function named getPrice()

• Widget w0;

• w0.price

• w0.getPrice();

• Widget* w1 = new Widget;

• w1->price

• w1->getPrice();

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To demonstrate the syntax and use of the two operators, let’s begin by assuming that we have a class named Widget. We’ll further assume that Widget has a member variable named price and a member function named getPrice().The first set of statements creates an instance of Widget as an automatic variable named w0. We use the dot operator to access or select the price member variable and to call the getPrice member function. Aside from not using the new operator, this first set of statements should look very familiar as it is identical to the equivalent operations in Java.The second set of statements create an instance of Widget dynamically with new and stores the object’s address in the pointer w1. The following statements use the arrow operator to access or select price and to call setPrice.



THE ARROW OPERATOR IS A SHORTCUT

• Widget* w1 = new Widget;

• w1->price

• w1->getPrice()

• Widget* w2 = new Widget;

• (*w2).price

• (*w2).getPrice()

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The arrow operator is really just a shortcut that combines the action of the dereference and the dot selection operators into a single operation. The dot operator has a higher precedence than the dereference operator so we are forced to use parentheses if we use the two operators in place of the arrow operator.Although it is possible to write the statements appearing on the right, doing so is rare and you are encouraged to just use the arrow operator.
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